
We have all heard something along the line of, "If the devil can't steal your joy, he will make you busy."  

I meet regularly with a group of young women for fellowship, prayer, Bible study and accountability. When we 
begin to share why we are so drained, it always comes back around to the fact that there seems to be less and 
less margin in our lives. We have allowed our lives to become incredibly busy and cluttered. We fill our homes 
with stuff; we fill the hours of our days with non-stop activity, noise and pressure.  If we do try to simplify, we 
are easily distracted by the things the world presents as important and necessary for survival.  

So, we continue to rush from one thing to the next; we never stop, just to stop. Cluttered, busy lives = 
empty souls. I know this because I have lived it MANY times. 
 
During one of our studies, we were encouraged to memorize numerous passages of scripture. One of those 
passages was Psalm 31. In this scripture the Psalmist is rejoicing in God's love because He "brought him out 
into a spacious place." This phrase jumped off the page at me so I took the time to delve further into the use and 
meaning of the word "spacious".  
 
The Hebrew word for spacious in Psalm 31 is "merchab", which means a broad or roomy place, an expansive 
place, or a wide place. There are multiple other scriptures throughout the Bible where we are told that God 
already has or will "bring us out into a spacious place." (Psalms 31, Psalm 18:19, 2 Samuel 22:20).  

Although I don't usually gravitate to The Message, it does have a translation of Psalm 31:8 that resonates with 
me when it says "You gave me room to breathe." 

Here is an excerpt from a blog that I found when preparing to share with my Sister Group. It is written by Kim 
B, a blogger and professional "organizer" who beautifully describes this "place" that God provides for us: 
"How often do you give yourself room to breathe? This spacious place is a provision from the Lord. It’s a 
stopping place for our hearts and our minds to get off the fast track of cluttered living and just rest. He brings 
us to this place because He delights in us! He truly has our best interest at heart. When we bring our “stuff” out 
into a WIDE OPEN place, we can inventory what truly is important versus what seems urgent in our own eyes 
and even be able to say “no” with confidence, remembering that “no” is a complete sentence. So, do whatever 
you have to to get off the treadmill of life and walk into a place of safety and relief, free from the restrictions and 
burdens of your world.  Your clutter does not define you. But how quickly it does take over our lives when we 
don’t take time to stop off in the “spacious place” to be refreshed and renewed in the Spirit." 

If Christ’s Spirit is going to be expressed in and through our lives, we MUST make space for his Spirit.  

In Psalm 31 the writer is testifying that God " had not handed him over to the enemy," but instead "brought him 
out into a spacious place." God is holding onto us and has provided us a place to "breathe" if we will STOP, take 
inventory and let go of those things that truly aren't important. 
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